CAT TRACKS
STEP BY STEP

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
For cat tracks model 161805/218693/233317/264269/264460/269097/269099.

STEP 1 SNAP TO IT
Set the largest track (part A) on a flat surface. Hint—this track has rubber feet on the bottom for a good grip. Line up the hooks with slots on each track to snap them into place. Follow the alphabet—part B goes on top of part A, and then part C and part D.

STEP 2 ADD SOME BOUNCY FUN!
Insert the top piece through the hole at the top of the tracks, and push into place. To replace the top piece, simply push firmly from the bottom of the tracks to remove it. *Each cat tracks includes a unique top piece, yours may vary from the one pictured above.

STEP 3 SET N’ ROLL
Insert the rolling balls onto the tracks, however kitty likes them.

SWAT, ROLL, ENCORE
Now your kitty is ready to play.

ATTENTION, PLEASE!
As with any product, always supervise your pet during play and take basic safety precautions, including:
- Inspect product regularly for rips or tears and remove toy if damaged or if parts become separated, as injury could result.
- Intended for pets only. Keep out of reach of children, as it is not a toy.
- Keep all packaging out of reach of children and pets.

KEEP IT TIDY
Wipe with a damp cloth to clean.

QUESTIONS?
CALL OUR FRIENDLY CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM ANYTIME.
WE’RE HERE 24/7! 1-800-67-CHEWY (672-4399)